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Introduction
This ar ticle examines the experience of Loyalist slaves before leaving the
American colonies for Maritime Canada during and after the Revolutionary War.
It seeks to understand the lives of Loyalist slaves before the war and the types of
experiences, work patterns, traditions, and cultures they brought to Nova Scotia,
New Brunswick, Cape Breton, and Prince Edward Island after 1783. This article
demonstrates that Loyalist slaves cannot be understood as a single homogenous
group, rather they must be seen as a diverse set of slaves who had incredibly dif-
ferent and complex experiences before arriving in Maritime Canada. As the fol-
lowing personal experiences indicate, this diversity of Loyalist slaves emerges from
even the most fragmentary evidence.1
In 1783, twenty-six year old Dinah boarded the Apollo destined for
Shelburne, Nova Scotia. She did not travel with any family members. Alongside
her were three other African Americans who had achieved freedom during the
Revolutionary War. As these men wondered about the type of freedom that await-
ed them in Nova Scotia, Dinah remained enslaved.2 She had labored in New York
City for grocer Robert Wilkins along with two other “servants” whose status and
race are unclear.3 After arriving in Shelburne, Dinah continued to work for
Wilkins until the summer of 1786 when “she went away” wearing “a blue and
white Ticking Petticoat, a purple and white Callico short Gown, and an old blue
Cloak.”4
Eight-year-old Venus’s owner John Herbert made the fateful decision to
support Lord Dunmore and those Virginians still loyal to His Majesty. Her mas-
ter had been a well-to-do shipbuilder in Norfolk who also owned two plantations
including one of 500 acres.5 Although some black Virginians had obtained free-
dom by fleeing to Lord Dunmore, John Herbert’s loyalty resulted in Venus remain-
ing enslaved. Venus eventually migrated to New York City and found herself on
board the Esther in 1783. 6 Herbert’s other slaves accompanied Venus to
Shelburne. Once in Nova Scotia, Venus worked for her owner as a domestic ser-
vant and probably aided his business as a ship’s carpenter and painter. She served
Herbert until his death in 1799 and continued as a slave to his wife during the early
nineteenth century.
Pompey Chase had been the property of Bostonian Jacob Sharpe, who
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sold him to Reuben Chase of Fredericksburg, New York. Chase worked as a ten-
ant farmer who eventually abandoned New York for New Brunswick. During the
Loyalist evacuation, Pompey boarded the Sovereign and found himself surrounded
by people of African descent from various points of the Atlantic world. For the
most part, these men and women had experienced American slavery. Although
Pompey shared their past, his future would be markedly different as he remained
the only still enslaved individual on the Sovereign.7 The realization that his brethren
were free, while his labor still belonged to another man, must have been excruci-
atingly painful. In his late twenties, Pompey probably had a close relationship with
his master, who did not bring any other slaves to Maritime Canada.
The stories of Dinah, Venus, and Pompey undercut the traditional nar-
rative of Black Loyalist historiography, which emphasizes the movement of
African Americans from slavery to freedom.8 For example, Venus went from slav-
ery in the American colonies to continued enslavement in Shelburne, Nova Scotia.
The personal histories of these slaves also tell another important story: that
Loyalist slaves in Maritime Canada came from multiple backgrounds and diverse
experiences. They worked on farms, but also as domestic laborers; Loyalist slaves
ranged in age, and included infants and the elderly; some came with family and
without; some possessed various skills, while others only knew the tedious drill of
field labour. The fact that they came from such different regions of the American
colonies meant that their experience and understanding of what it meant to be a
slave varied dramatically.
The slaves of American Loyalists originated from three distinct regions:
The North, the Chesapeake, and the Lowcountry. The majority came from New
England and the Middle Colonies, which reflected the general makeup of Loyalist
migration to the Maritimes.9 Yet, as historian Carole Watterson Troxler shows, a
smaller contingent came from the southern colonies.10 Loyalist slaves reflected
general trends associated with colonial American slavery in terms of work and cul-
ture. But, their fate to become Loyalist slaves made them unique in the pantheon
of American slave history, as they experienced the massive upheaval of migration
coupled with the chaos of resettlement in postwar Maritime Canada. This unique-
ness is grounded in their transition from American slaves to Loyalist slaves, which
can be understood in terms of change and continuity. These African Americans
experienced change due to forced migrations from their original homes to occu-
pied New York City and finally to Maritime Canada. This uprooting took place
within the continuity of remaining enslaved. In this sense, the lives of many
Loyalist slaves fit into David Brion Davis’s “unconventional experiment in imag-
ining, defining, and challenging certain boundaries related to the history of
American slavery.”11 Loyalist slaves, while intertwined with the main currents of
colonial American slavery, challenge historians to rethink the boundaries of
bondage in the American colonies because of their migration to new areas of slav-
ery outside of the national borders of the post-Revolutionary United States.
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By integrating the secondary literature on slavery in the late colonial and
Revolutionary era with primary source documentation about Loyalist slaves (such
as slave advertisements, Loyalist claims, organizational records, and other sources),
this article attempts to highlight the complexity of their American background.
The American Loyalists who came to the Maritimes brought between 1,200 and
2,000 slaves with them.12 These slaves shared the experience of American
bondage, but their lives varied by gender, age, plantation size, master, labour
requirements, and culture. Despite these variations, most Loyalist slaves had expe-
rienced the process of going from African to African American. Once in
Maritime Canada, slaves who had experienced the culture and work patterns of
South Carolina found themselves in the same towns as urban slaves from New
York or Boston. These distinctive experiences collided and converged in the
Maritimes and slowly refashioned slavery in the new Loyalist region. Before his-
torians can begin to understand slavery in Maritime Canada, we must have a good
idea of the cultures, customs, and labor expectations that slaves brought to the
region from the United States.
This article serves as a prequel to my book, Blacks on the Border, about the
experiences of African American migrants in Nova Scotia after the War of 1812.13
The research for that book convinced me that there were deep antecedents to
black-white relations that had been formed in the eighteenth century. These rela-
tions, despite historians’ emphasis on free blacks in Maritime Canada, occurred in
the wider context of A n glo-American slave ry that expanded after the
Revolutionary War in the United States, but also interestingly in Canada. This
expansion resulted in the United States becoming, as Adam Rothman demon-
strates, a “Slave Country.”14 Maritime Canada was not immune to this post-
Revolutionary expansion of black slavery. Instead of thinking of the Maritimes as
a place where blacks found freedom, we need to understand it in more complex
terms as a geographic space between 1750 and 1850 that encompassed both
American slavery and limited freedom for people of African descent. The histo-
ry of slavery in the Maritimes has yet to be told, but it is part of my overarching
research project, which must begin with an understanding of the American origins
of Loyalist slaves who were brought to Maritime Canada. Building on the work
of other historians of Canadian slavery, this article hopes to be a small step in a
much larger scholarly endeavor to understand slavery in His Majesty’s loyal British
North American colonies.15
Types of Northern Slavery
The complexity of northern slavery cannot be reduced to a single model, because
there were differences between regions, within regions, and even by township and
municipality. Yet, historians can highlight some of the major features and con-
tours of Northern slavery. Between 1725 and 1775, historian Ira Berlin notes “the
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character of northern slavery changed.” These changes occurred “unevenly” and
had their greatest impact on coastal urban centres, fertile farming regions, and the
Middle Colonies more so than New England.16 Slavery became more entrenched
in the regional economy as importations from Africa increased steadily. This
influx of Africans resulted in “higher mortality, lower fertility, stricter discipline,
harder work, and other manifestations of the degradation of slave life that accom-
panied the open slave trade in the Chesapeake and the lowcountry.”17 By 1770, the
black population in the Middle Colonies and New England reached about 50,000.
In New England, Africans and African Americans accounted for only 2.5 percent
of the population, while they comprised about 6.5 percent of the population in
the Middle Colonies. In New York, slaves accounted for at least eleven percent of
the population and possibly as much as fifteen percent.18 In nearby East Jersey,
there was a “steady increase of the rural black population.”19 Slavery also grew in
Pennsylvania and particularly in Philadelphia during the 1750s and 1760s before
tailing off thereafter. The small percentage of blacks in the North masks the
expansion of slaveholding in several urban areas and fertile farming regions such
as Long Island, parts of Connecticut and Rhode Island, the Hudson River Valley
and Pennsylvania. The changes to the black population resulted in new forms of
work and slave life that partially defined the experience of many Loyalist slaves
before they migrated to Maritime Canada.20
The expansion and extent of slavery differed between New England and
the Middle Colonies. New England remained a society with slaves where wage
labor was firmly entrenched. In contrast, the Middle Colonies became “increas-
ingly committed to slavery.”21 Yet, there were certain commonalities between both
regions as slaves worked in a mixed economy and engaged in a wide variety of
occupations. As Graham Russell Hodges notes, the work of rural slaves was not
divided by sex because “black men and women laboured in the fields, cut firewood,
and fed animals.”22 Generally, northern slaves lived in close proximity (usually in
the same house) to their masters along with perhaps one or two other black slaves.
They also commonly worked alongside their masters as farmers, domestics, or
urban artisans.23 Northern slaves, while retaining some aspects of “African cul-
ture,” faced greater acculturation and creolization because of the sheer number of
white people in their midst. They became more accustomed to closer contact with
the dominant Anglo-American society than their brethren in the Chesapeake and
certainly the Lowcountry.24
In urban areas throughout the North, slaveholding expanded beyond the
elite to include members of the middle and artisan classes. Undoubtedly, some
slaves were status symbols, but they also served more utilitarian functions. As sev-
eral historians argue, one of the hallmarks of northern slavery was the use of
African Americans in occupations including baking, butchering, carting, carpentry,
shipbuilding, and seafaring.25 This marked a shift from working in households to
the centre of “urban productivity” in artisan shops.26 The urban slaves of
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American Loyalists in the North followed this pattern. They worked quite often
as domestic servants, but also provided essential labour that allowed the business-
es of their owners to prosper.
Loyalist slaveholders included members of the middle and artisan class-
es.27 They represented an increasingly significant element among northern mas-
ters. As James Horton and Lois Horton note, “middle-class artisans and business-
men” in New York and to a lesser extent Boston and Philadelphia made important
use of slaves. Nevertheless, the well-to-do were overrepresented in the ranks of
slaveholders, but slave ownership still extended throughout several levels of soci-
ety. The increasing number of masters from the middling ranks of society is
reflected in the types of slaveholders who migrated to Maritime Canada.28
One of the best sources for the occupations of Loyalist slaveholders is
the Minute Book of the Port Roseway Associates (PRA). The PRA was formed
to assist selected Loyalists in establishing a new settlement in Nova Scotia.
Although the PRA included Loyalists from various parts of colonial America, sev-
eral were from urban centres in the northern colonies. With regards to occupa-
tion, the vast majority of these Loyalists were listed as merchants, merchant-tai-
lors, bakers, carpenters, blacksmiths, mariners, and grocers. For example, Boston
bookbinder Andrew Barclay evacuated to Nova Scotia with at least five “ser-
vants.”29 New York City’s Joseph Totten was a shipbuilder and merchant. He
owned several slaves who perhaps doubled as both domestic servants and labour-
ers in his business.30 Charles Oliver Bruff held several “servants” and worked as
a silversmith.31 Boston tailor and merchant Patrick Wall owned three slaves rang-
ing from five to twenty-one years of age.32 Twenty-six year old Bill and teenage
Daniel were owned by cabinetmaker William Black in New York City.33 Valentine
Nutter, a stationer and storeowner, brought at least two slaves from his New York
home to Shelburne, Nova Scotia.34 A hatter by trade, Peter Lynch possibly owned
four slaves in New York before evacuating to Nova Scotia. His slaves included
males and females ranging in ages six to thirty-five.35 The variety of Loyalist occu-
pations was reflected in the work of their slaves as they laboured as household ser-
vants, skilled and unskilled workers and farm hands.
Loyalist household slaves were expected to accomplish various domestic
chores. Black women made up an important part of this workforce and their
responsibilities included cleaning, washing, cooking, spinning, and weaving.36 The
records of black slaves leaving New York for Maritime Canada are replete with
Loyalists’ owning one female slave from an urban area. In all likelihood, these
women labored as domestics.37 As historian Leslie Harris states, black female
slaves “aided white women (free and indentured) with cooking, cleaning, and
childcare.” However, female slaves of artisans also “assisted the men in their
skilled tasks as necessary.”38 The work of domestic slaves, male and female,
encompassed numerous tasks. Rhode Island master James MacSparran’s slaves
were responsible for “cutting, carting, threshing, and milling wheat and loading
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wheat straw into the barn; hilling, hoeing, gathering and husking corn and cutting
cornstalks; mowing, raking, and carting hay; digging and sledding stones and build-
ing stone walls; building fences; cutting and scowing wood; hoeing and picking
peas, beans and turnips; and mending baskets.”39 Domestic slaves were invaluable
contributors to the prosperity and stability of northern households.
The household chores that Loyalist slaves engaged in throughout the
northern colonies would prove important to their masters in the mixed economy
of Maritime Canada. Their versatility as slaves made them valuable assets during
the Loyalist resettlement as they helped build homes, but also cooked, cleaned and
took care of the children. In the New York Royal Gazette, Loyalists purchased and
sold slaves who performed several important aspects of household labour. The
diversity of household tasks that Loyalist slaves endured is underlined in the typi-
cal phrasing of advertisements, which highlighted that the male or female slave
“understands all kinds of housework.”40 The types of work listed in the Royal
Gazette included spinning, washing, cooking, ironing, and coachman. The adver-
tisements painted slaves as being “good,” “excellent,” and “valuable” for the work
they could do as cooks and washers.41 Of course, this has to be set in the context
of owners attempting to make a profit, but the wording also speaks to the value
placed on domestic servitude by some Loyalist slaveholders and the types of work
that their slaves faced.
One Loyalist owner promised that his slave “is a good COOK and
WASHER,” while John Lynch noted that he wished to sell a “very valuable Negro
Wench.”42 She was considered valuable in New York City because she had been a
good cook and reliable house servant. Another master reported that his slave was
an “excellent cook,” could handle twenty people at dinners, and was “the most
careful and best coachman on the Continent.”43 William Wright promised that his
teenage male slave had been brought up to “wait on a gentleman” and proved to
be “very handy in a house.”44 In some cases, Loyalist owners attempted to sell
young children. One owner stated that he possessed a  “Smart Negro Boy” who
could serve small families.45 Loyalist merchant Henry Guest offered a nine year-
old boy for sale who had “been used to attend on table.” He further noted that
the boy was “remarkable handy at any other work his strength is adequate to.”46
Loyalist urban slaves also performed wide-ranging forms of labour out-
side of households. The occupations that these slaves learned were transferable
to the major points of Loyalist settlement in Maritime Canada such as Saint John,
Shelburne, Annapolis, and Halifax. Similar to Boston and New York, these urban
centres used slave labour in the shipping and timber industries. Sometimes the
chores of Loyalist slaves were thrown under the vague appellation of “labourer.”
For example, Major John Coffin’s slaves, Paul and Harry, were listed only as “stout
labourer[s].”47 The tasks that these two men might have performed were almost
limitless. The variety of labour that Loyalist slaves did outside of households
ranged from woodworking to maritime trades. As in New England, where “slaves
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became an important part of the shipbuilding work force,” Loyalist slaves in New
York also laboured in Maritime industries.48 In some cases, these occupations
required skilled or semiskilled labour. For example, Caesar, the property of James
Humphreys, worked as a sail maker.49 One Loyalist master noted that his slave was
“a good carpenter and sawyer,” while Sam Ivey’s owner described his runaway
property as “a carpenter and caulker by trade.”50 Another advertiser in the Royal
Gazette planned to sell a “Likely NEGRO MAN, about 28 years old, [who] is both
a Carpenter and Cooper; [and] would be a valuable acquisition in the West-Indies
or Nova-Scotia.”51 But the majority of urban slaves did not work in occupations
that required skills, but rather as James Horton and Lois Horton argue, “strong
backs.”52 For example, in 1782, Loyalist baker Richard Jenkins complained that
two of his slaves had escaped. Caesar and a female slave were “well known”
because they had “carried Bread” and biscuits “through the city.”53 One year later,
Caesar escaped again and Jenkins placed another advertisement emphasizing that
the slave “is well known by carrying bread and biskets about the streets.”54
Loyalist slaves also provided important agricultural labour for the
“breadbasket” of the North especially along the Hudson River and other areas.
These black farmers did not usually work in gangs like their counterparts in the
Chesapeake, but rather alongside a few other black slaves and white indentured
servants.55 The fragmentary 1755 New York “Census of Slaves” demonstrates
that African Americans were owned in relatively small numbers and worked in
rural areas within white communities.56 Some northern slaves who lived in semi-
rural areas such as Long Island represented a mobile and multifaceted workforce.57
They could be responsible for rural, urban and domestic responsibilities. For
example, one Long Island slaveholder noted that his female slave performed town
and country duties and could wash, iron and cook.58 This slave engaged in multi-
occupational work, but was also highly mobile with an understanding of city and
country labour. In parts of the North, as the eighteenth century progressed, rural
and semi-rural farmers came to increasingly rely on slave labour. But this emerg-
ing reliance on slave farm labour did not, as Berlin notes, result in the creation of
large plantations with the exception of a few areas in New York, Rhode Island and
Connecticut.59 Instead slave farmers “remained jacks-of-all-trades, engaging in all
aspects of the northern agricultural regimen.”60 The work of northern rural slaves
was not sharply divided between “house, yard, and field.” Rather, these tasks
became “blurred” as slaves had to perform multiple tasks in various settings.61
Thanks to the pioneering work of Graham Russell Hodges, historians
have an understanding of the basic contours of small farm slavery in the North.
In the case of Monmouth County, New Jersey, during the first year of settlement,
male slaves grew “Indian corn, oats, flax, and buckwheat.”62 The duties of black
male slaves included carting various fruits and vegetables; while also taking care of
livestock. During each season, slaves had to perform numerous tasks including
clearing land, planting, fixing fences, and harvesting. Female slaves also participat-
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ed in agricultural labor, but had the added burden of domestic servitude, which
meant being on-call 24 hours every day for the master’s family. No matter the sea-
son, as Hodges argues, “any enslaved black on a reasonably sized farm had to per-
form a vast array of chores efficiently and well.”63 The value of Monmouth slaves
is underlined by the fact that some local Loyalists carefully evacuated with their
chattel after the Patriot takeover. For example, Captain Longstreet, a farmer from
Freehold, took thirty year-old Betts and teenage Phillis to Annapolis, Nova
Scotia.64 The enormous amount of work performed by black farm slaves in the
North would be transferred by many of their owners to the farms of Maritime
Canada.
Slave work learned on northern farms would be repeated as Loyalist mas-
ters attempted to turn the uncultivated land they were granted in the Maritimes
into productive farms. The work patterns of rural or semi-rural Loyalist slaves
reflected general trends of farming among northern slaves. For example,
Frederick Williams had been a farmer in Frog’s Neck, Westchester County. He
owned a “Landed Estate,” which included “13 oxen, 7 Cows, 8 young Cattle,” and
other livestock. In his Loyalist claim, Williams wrote that he lost several slaves to
the “Rebels” including an adult male and female along with their “three or four
children.” These slaves were responsible for all sorts of farm chores, but also
domestic service.65 John Polhemus owned 180 acres of land on Long Island. He
owned a few slaves including twenty year-old Dinah and her infant. Dinah’s
responsibilities ranged from domestic service to yard and farm work. Carrying his
ideas of black slavery to Annapolis County, Nova Scotia Polhemus obtained more
slaves and held ten in bondage as late as 1807.66 Colonel Isaac Allen of Trenton,
New Jersey, owned a small farm of 120 acres on the Delaware River, a “valuable
piece of woodland” near Trenton of thirty-five acres, and other property. The
land near the river included “a Farm House and Barn with Orchards.” Allen pos-
sessed several “servants” who laboured in his house and small farms.67 In nearby
Bergen County, John Francis Ryerson owned several tracts of land and “built two
Houses.” In his memorial to the Loyalist Claims Commission, Ryerson listed his
losses, which included several items related to farming including five cows, thirty-
nine sheep, seventeen hogs, sixteen young horned cattle and substantial bushels of
Indian corn, rye, and wheat. Ryerson also complained that he had lost “1 Negroe
Man.”68 But, Ryerson did not mention that he had evacuated his farms with a
male, female, and child slave. These slaves would have been responsible for the
planting, growing, harvesting, land clearing and production processes on Ryerson’s
farm. Their experience of northern slave farming mirrored that of slaves in
Monmouth County.69 In Westchester, wealthy Loyalist sheriff James DeLancey
possessed immense tracts of land, which included farms and mills. Before the
outbreak of the war, DeLancey had been “improving and working upon the
farm.”70 Certainly part of the improvements to his farm came from the labour of
several slaves he had inherited from his father. DeLancey brought six slaves to
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Nova Scotia where they continued to work both as farm labourers and domestic
servants.71 These slaves’ familiarity with the northern agricultural regimen pre-
pared them for the difficult task of farming in Annapolis County, Nova Scotia.
The work of Loyalist farm slaves included several tasks that left little time
for leisure. As Hodges points out, “the ceaseless demands of agriculture’s seasons
belie any notion that northern farmers lacked sufficient work to make slave own-
ership profitable.”72 As stated earlier, Loyalist slaves were multi-occupational, ver-
satile, and responsible for both town and country labour. The variety of work per-
formed by rural or semi-rural Loyalist slaves is preserved in the New York Royal
Gazette. In 1780, one owner described his female slave as “bred up in the coun-
try” and prepared to perform the type of work that would be expected of a semi-
rural slave; while another slave woman from Long Island was “fit for the coun-
try.”73 The heavy expectations placed on rural female slaves were outlined in one
slave advertisement, which promised a woman who was  “acquainted with all
country work, spinning, sewing, and Dairy.” This woman’s owner also described
her as “exceeding [sic] good” at housework and with children.74 The various tasks
of Loyalist farm slaves from tending livestock to cleaning out horse stables would
make them the most useful slaves in Maritime Canada as they could perform the
tasks that accompanied building homes, clearing land, and preparing for harvest.
Rural and semi-rural northern slaves would experience the most continuity
between their old and new homes, as farm work and domestic work learned on the
small to mid-sized farms of New England and the Middle Colonies would be con-
tinued in the Maritimes.
Northern Loyalist slaves emerged from unique cultures and living condi-
tions that informed their experience as much as the labour they performed.
Despite the large number of whites in the North, cultural adaptation and reten-
tion of African cultural norms competed and converged in the world of northern
slavery. In some ways, Black Yankee slaves adopted aspects of Anglo-American
culture such as religion, names, and holidays, but also strongly retained African
customs or integrated them into European cultural traditions. These slave cultures
revolved around the smallholdings, or so-called “family slavery,” that defined the
institution in the North. The majority of slaves lived, laboured, slept, and social-
ized with only two or three other slaves in white households and neighborhoods.75
This close proximity resulted in quicker acculturation for northern Loyalist slaves
than their counterparts from the South Carolina and Georgia Lowcountry. The
vast numerical superiority of whites resulted in many Afro-Yankees having close
contact and significant interaction with Anglo-American society. Yet, the general
pattern of close contact varied and some northern slaveholders attempted to erect
barriers between African American slaves and white families by maintaining
“Negro Kitchens” or “Negro Rooms,” which some Loyalists such as Jonathan
Odell also did in the Maritimes after the war.76 Moreover, as Hodges and other his-
torians point out, close proximity did not necessarily lessen the coercive nature of
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master/slave relations.77
During the eighteenth century the general contours of northern slavery
changed as a result of an influx of involuntary migrants from Africa and the West
Indies. This migration altered patterns of acculturation, while strengthening and
reintroducing cultural bonds with Africa. As a result, Loyalist slaves in the North
became a dive rs i f i e d , mu l t i c u l t u ra l , mu l t i e t h n i c, and mu l t i racial gro u p, bu t
remained influenced by the patterns of family slavery that had come to dominate
northern slavery from the early eighteenth century.
Between 1740 and 1770, the northern colonies experienced an influx of
Africans and seasoned Africans from the West Indies. This migration partially
changed the culture of northern slaves. In major port cities, such as Philadelphia
and New York, Africans arrived in increasing numbers. Northern slaveholders
needed black labor for burgeoning farms and the booming artisan shops of urban
centers.78 In the case of Loyalist slaves, the migration of Africans built on the mul-
tiethnic population of slaves in the North. Slave advertisements and Loyalist ship-
ping records reveal the diversity of African and African descended people that
made up the northern slave population. Other northern Loyalist slaves came from
the West Indies or other parts of the colonies after the evacuation of southern
Loyalist strongholds in Savannah and Charleston.
In 1779, York arrived in New York from Jamaica and his owner used him
as a chimneysweeper.79 Another fifteen-year-old slave named Cain only spoke “tol-
erable” English and had recently arrived from Charleston during the summer of
1780.80 Mr. Dole complained that his slave, Jenny, a “native of Georgia” had
escaped from him. Only a young teenager, Dole feared that Jenny would attempt
to board a vessel, as she “is a remarkable thief and liar.”81 Gideon White com-
plained that his “Negro Boy” named Pero had runaway. He described the fifteen
year-old as “part Spanish Indian” and feared the runaway would leave Boston on
a vessel.82 Another Loyalist runaway had been born in Jamaica and arrived in New
York after leaving Charleston. Her owner noted that she had three cuts on each
cheek, which indicates that she had been born in Africa.83 In 1778, Jonathan
Eilbeck described his slave Myrtilla as an African native who had previously lived
in Bermuda.84 Five years later, Loyalist slaveholder Valentine Nutter offered five
guineas for his escaped slave Jack. Nutter noted that Jack spoke “very little
English to be understood.”85 William Rhinelander’s slave could only speak “bro-
ken English,” which suggests that like Jack, Rhinelander’s slave might have been
born in Africa.86 New Yorker Jonathan Fowler described his runaway slave as
speaking “much like a Guinea Negro.”87 Cato had been purchased in New York
“out of a Guinea Ship” in 1763 when he was only seven years old. In 1783 his
owner, John Bridgewater, transported him to Nova Scotia.88 The multicultural
character of northern slaves created a fragmented type of slavery that was exacer-
bated by the chaos of war. Loyalist strongholds such as New York City became
the home to various types of American slaves who would take their complex his-
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tories and backgrounds to Maritime Canada.
Although the black slave population in the North had consistent and
constant contact with Anglo-American cultural norms, the influx of Africans cre-
ated opportunities for Northern black slaves to reject aspects of Christianity and
celebrate more African centred cultural norms. These aspects of African culture
included burial ceremonies, housing, folklore, singing, and dancing.89 Some of
these traditions accompanied northern Loyalist slaves to Maritime Canada, such as
“Negro Frolicks.” These “Frolicks” were banned in Shelburne, Nova Scotia in
1785 because they were viewed as a source of annoyance, but also as seedbeds of
bl a ck insurrection as both free and slave part i c i p at e d .9 0 The part i a l
“Africanization” of the northern slave population changed sex ratios, slave mor-
tality rates, family structure, and reduced the free black population’s numbers. The
influx also resulted in the rejection of Christianity by some slaves and the emer-
gence of African cultural activities such as Negro Election Day and the Pinkster
Festival.91 As Berlin argues, this:
[N]ew African influence was manifested most fully in the emergence of a variety
of festivals-Negro Election Day in New England and Pinkster Day in New York
and New Jersey. These celebrations featured fetes of ritual role reversals of the
sort that were common throughout Africa and Europe, and their emergence in
the northern colonies during the middle years of the eighteenth century doubt-
less owed much to their dual heritage.92
This dual heritage of some northern slaves can be examined through the names
of Loyalist slaves who migrated to Maritime Canada. Generally naming patterns
fell into three categories: Anglicized, African, and classical. As Leslie Harris
argues, the use of African names could sharply draw “cultural distinctions between
Europeans and Africans and helped justify enslavement.”93 Loyalist slave adver-
tisements and other documents are littered with classical names, which could be
seen as a way to belittle slaves.94 Mechal Sobel’s description of classical names is
instructive:
The third distinct group was that of demeaning classical names: Cesar, Hercules,
Baccus, and Hannibal all appear on the slave property lists. When Thomas
Jones’s house was served by Venus, Pallas, Daphne, and Mercury, all black slaves,
it is clear he chose the names and it is likely he recognized both the irony and the
degradation involved. He was participating in a very old tradition, wherein clas-
sical names had early become a humiliating badge of servility.95
Some Loyalist slaves played an active role in renaming themselves. For example,
James Humphreys complained that his slave Caesar had runaway and could be
“lurking in New York City.” A valuable skilled slave, Humphreys noted that his
slave called himself “Julius Caesar.”96 Although some Loyalist slaves had African
names, the extant documentation clearly shows that Anglicized names were com-
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mon and surnames were not the preserve of free blacks or eventual Black Loyalists
such as Boston King. Common male names of northern Loyalist slaves were Sam,
Jack, Dick, and Joe; while female names found in documentation included
Hannah, Dinah, Mary, and Priscilla.97 Of course these names were also common
among whites and perhaps this shows a level of assimilation and acculturation
among slaves as African names were slowly replaced with Anglo-American names.
Some Loyalist slaves simply took the last name of their owner, while others kept
the surnames of previous masters. For example, Robert Gibbs’s young slave was
named Frank Gibbs, while Joseph Skinner was the property of Mr. Lynch.98
However, sometimes Anglicized names simply replaced African names. As Leslie
Harris points out, some owners transformed Quaco to Jack.99 The names of slaves
could vary greatly within the household of one slave owner. For example,
Poughkeepsie Loyalist John Beardsley’s three slaves were named Scipio, Peter
Beardsley, and Dinah.100
Northern Loyalist slaves encountered several difficulties in attempting to
maintain family life.101 As Melish notes in the case of New England, “virtually
every slave was a member of two families simultaneously, both conditioned by
slavery.”102 These two families, one white and the other black, forced African
American chattel to negotiate the contours of familial relationships between their
masters’ kin and their own husbands, wives, and children. As historian William
Pierson notes, “Northern slave owners rarely held enough bondsmen to permit
the expense of separate living quarters for the races, common residence during the
more domestic hours reinforced the proximity of workday relationships.”103
However, close living and working conditions did not necessarily mitigate some of
the harsh aspects of American slavery. Yet, it did create conditions whereby
northern slaves had closer contact with their masters than slaves from the south-
ern colonies. Northern Loyalist slaves were conscious of the notion of belonging
to a white “family.” For example, a “sickly” slave named Dinah on her way from
New York to Nova Scotia commented that she had “always been in the family” of
her owner.104 Perhaps Dinah’s own words reflected an expectation that her master
should provide for her medical care after years of service. New Jersey slavehold-
er John Barbarie’s slave Plato was described as having been “Born in the Captain’s
Family.”105
Northern slaves faced three major obstacles to the creation, development
and maintenance of families. First, most slaves resided in households with only
one or two other slaves and the attempt to find a marriage partner could involve
traveling great distances. In most cases Loyalist slaves did not number more than
three per household. Some masters possessed one or two young slaves whose bio-
logical parents did not reside in the same household. For example, Westchester
farmer Samuel Davenport took two young slave children to Shelburne, Nova
Scotia. His chattel, Bet and Nan, were only five and seven respectively. John
Jakeways also migrated to Shelburne with one “fine boy” named Simon. There is
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no mention of Simon’s parents in the extant documentation. Second, Northern
slaveholders discouraged their property from marrying and having children. Not
surprisingly, as Berlin argues, masters “routinely separated husbands from wives
and parents from children, and only reluctantly extended visitation rights.”106
Lastly, the influx of slaves from Africa and other places were disproportionately
male. Although it is rare to find documentation of an entire nuclear family intact,
there are examples of mothers residing in the same household as their children.
For example, Sarah and her infant daughter Susannah both lived with their owner
James Bogart and accompanied him to Shelburne. These three problems along
with the chaos of migration made the maintenance of Loyalist slave families dif-
ficult, but not impossible.
The obstacles in the formation of Loyalist slave families leads to impor-
tant questions and comments about women’s slave experience. Without question,
slaveholders coerced sexual labour from their female slaves and this resulted in the
labour of reproduction. These difficulties impacted black and white families as
well as the lives of enslaved men and children. As the work of Jennifer Morgan
shows, slave women were valued for their physical and reproductive labour.107 It
seems that in the case of female Loyalist slaves, the archive represses information
about rape, prostitution and paternity, but there are a few examples of slavehold-
ers owning one slave woman and a very young child. For example, James Bogart
left New York City for Shelburne accompanied by twenty year old Sarah and an
infant. Did Bogart father the child?  Did he engage in a coercive relationship with
Sarah?  This is not clear. The presence of mulatto or light skinned slaves in
Loyalist records is also an indication of the labour of reproduction that female
slaves endured. An example of this is William Wilson and two teenage girls from
Virginia. According to the recorder, Wilson obtained the two slaves as part of a
marriage settlement. Strikingly, these slaves, Betsey and Jenny, were described as
“3/4 white.”108 Did Wilson father these slaves?  What role did sexual coercion play
in his relationship with their parents?  Whatever the case, when “black girls worked
and lived in close proximity to white masters, the result was frequently (an)
exploitative sexual relationship.”109
Southern Slaveries
Chesapeake and Lowcountry slaves endured vastly different systems of American
bondage, which can partially be attributed to geography. However, within these
disparate forms of southern bondage, slaves encountered diverse labour systems
that overlapped and occurred in each region. There were several sub-regional vari-
ations of southern bondage that produced various types of Loyalist slaves in
Maritime Canada. Some of these African Americans came from the staple pro-
ducing parts of the Chesapeake and Lowcountry, while others worked in more
diversified economic areas such as the South Carolina backcountry. Still others
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laboured as urban slaves in Norfolk or Charleston. Loyalist slaves from the sta-
ple-producing areas of the Chesapeake and Lowcountry arguably faced the most
difficult adjustment to the rigors of continued enslavement in Maritime Canada.
They went from living among visible and substantial black populations to a region
with mostly sparse and scattered black communities. Moreover, the growing of
tobacco or rice gave them little experience for the types of slavery they found in
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. In contrast, slaves who worked in the mixed
agricultural economy of places such as Somerset County, Maryland or in urban
areas would have been prepared for the type of slavery they encountered in
Maritime Canada. These slaves’ work patterns would be repeated in New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia on rural farms and urban centers, which required
experienced farm slaves and urban workers familiar with a mixed economy.
Whatever the background of southern Loyalist slaves, both masters and slaves had
to readjust their understandings of slavery in the challenging environment of post-
war resettlement. After 1783, Loyalist slaves from various regions of southern
slavery were thrown into a type of bondage that resembled the institution in New
England and parts of New York.
Similar to the nort h e rn colonies, s l ave ry in the Chesap e a ke and
Lowcountry underwent major changes during the eighteenth century. These dis-
tinct southern regions became slave societies with black populations that dwarfed
the numbers of slaves in the Middle Colonies and New England.110 Slavery flour-
ished in the tidewater Chesapeake and the Lowcountry, but it also crept into the
more inland regions of both colonies. In South Carolina, the number of
Lowcountry slaves dwarfed that of the inland regions, but as Rachel Klein notes
slavery expanded and became more important throughout the middle and back-
country.111 The increasing importance and commitment to slavery in these regions
is illustrated by the drastic increase in the slave populations during the eighteenth
century. For example, the number of slaves in South Carolina increased from
2,400 in 1700 to 94,000 in 1780, while Virginia’s also increased from 13,000 in
1700 to 224,000 eighty years later. The similar growth in both colonies masks the
distinct and diffe rent reasons for the slave populat i o n’s incre a s e. In the
Chesapeake, slaveholders imported Africans in large numbers between 1720 and
1750 (over 12,000 each decade), while it tailed off afterwards until the 1780s when
allegedly no Africans were imported. In South Carolina, the African influx start-
ed off slower, but between 1750 and 1780, over 16,000 Africans came in each
decade.112 The slave population in the Chesapeake also grew because they were a
“prolifick” people with a high rate of natural increase.113 As planters imported
more women to correct the sexual imbalance and the size of plantations and the
numbers of slaves per household increased, the black population became self-
rep roducing by the middle of the eighteenth century. In contra s t , t h e
Lowcountry’s reliance on imported Africans and the high levels of infant mortal-
ity due to the horrible conditions of rice planting resulted in the population not
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becoming self-reproducing until well after Chesapeake slaves. In many ways,
according to Berlin, the “transformation of slavery in the lowcountry followed the
pattern established in the Chesapeake colonies—increased demand for slaves,
direct African importation, and a general degradation of slave life—but surpassed
it in all respects.”114 
The changes to slavery in both regions were based on the production of
staple export crops such as tobacco in the Chesapeake and rice and indigo in the
Lowcountry. Chesapeake slaves usually laboured under their white owners or
overseers and natural reproduction and the cultural movement from African to
Creole eventually created a unified African American society, while Lowcountry
slaves enjoyed a black majority. Lowcountry slaves laboured in an extremely
unhealthy environment, while Chesapeake slaves did not face the same type of
danger from tobacco production. However, the massive influx of Africans left
black society in the Lower South somewhat fragmented in terms of ethnicity and
geography. Moreover, unlike their counterparts in the Chesapeake who experi-
enced some contact with Anglo-American cultural norms, Lowcountry slaves
“remained physically separated and psychologically estranged from the European-
American world.”115 Within the overarching structures of rice and tobacco culti-
vation, other forms of work such as the production of wheat and grain along with
forms of urban servitude meant that slaves also performed a variety of tasks. As
Jean Elliot Russo notes, “On Maryland’s lower Eastern Shore, for example, a diver-
sity of activities and the flexible use of enslaved labor characterized the local econ-
omy from the earliest period of settlement. In this region, a slave-based labor sys-
tem evolved in a diversified economy.”116 Loyalist slaveholders came from these
various types of southern slaveries and their understandings of black labour would
be transferred to Maritime Canada after 1783.
Loyalist slave owners from the Chesapeake and Lower South brought
m o re slaves per household to the Maritimes at the conclusion of t h e
Revolutionary War than those from New England and the Middle Colonies. Prior
to the Anglo-American conflict, they also held more slaves per household than
most northern masters. Nathaniel Bullern, a physician from Charleston, brought
at least ten slaves to Nova Scotia, while a fellow South Carolinian James Edward
Boisseau lost fourteen slaves to the rebels, but still brought five “servants” to the
Maritimes who had no surnames.117 Although these men were not large-scale
slaveholders by southern standards, they were in the upper echelon of owners who
went to Maritime Canada. Large-scale Loyalist slaveholders such as Elias Ball did
not migrate to the Maritimes, usually choosing instead to live in the British West
Indies or England.
Loyalist southern masters can be divided into two major categories of
slaveholders: owners with at least eight slaves and those with less than eight. The
first category consisted of large-scale slaveholders (by the standards of those who
migrated to Maritime Canada, which means that they held at least eight slaves prior
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to the Revolution) who were not representative of Loyalist southern slaveholders
who migrated to the Maritimes. The other group of masters accounted for the
majority of southern owners who went to the Maritimes. Generally speaking, they
were landowners with some slaves who worked in mixed agricultural production.
These slaveholders usually traveled to the Maritimes with very few slaves usually
under five and more likely two or three. Urban Loyalist slaveholders fell into both
categories with the majority owning less than five.118
The records of Loyalist slaveholders who owned more than eight slaves
(and eventually migrated to Maritime Canada) and the types of plantations they
operated can be found in the records of the Loyalist Claims Commission.
Generally, these masters operated diversified farms, which sometimes produced
one staple crop such as Indigo, but also generated income through the production
of mixed agricultural goods. James Edward Boisseau owned one 3,000 acre plan-
tation at Fair Forest Swamp of which about 150 acres were “under cultivation.”
He also possessed another three hundred acres of land at the Santee River Swamp.
According to one supporting witness, it “was very good Land as good as any in
Carolina.” Boisseau’s claim demonstrates that he relied on his slaves to produce
“2000 Bushels of Corn,” “1800 pounds” of indigo, and other assorted goods.
They also oversaw Boisseau’s livestock, which included cattle. Boisseau possessed
about “20 Negroes” according to one of his neighbors and claimed to have lost
fourteen in consequence of his loyalty to the Crown.119 Captain John Saunders
“resided on his plantation in Princess Anne County [Virginia]” at the outset of the
rebellion. Saunders owned 800 acres near the Lynhaven River, which consisted of
a “valuable” house and “an overseer’s house.” Saunders plantation produced var-
ious types of fruit, timber, oats, wheat, and Indian corn. Saunders lost ten male
and two female slaves.120 His plantation is an example of the transition in the
Chesapeake during the late eighteenth century away from tobacco to more mixed
agricultural production. As Berlin notes, by “the eve of the American Revolution,
the value of cereal production exceeded that of tobacco in many parts of the
region.”121 A native of North Carolina, Captain John Legett spent his youth work-
ing as a carpenter, but four years before the Revolutionary War local records
described him as a “planter.”122 He owned over 2,000 acres of land on Rockfish
and Downing creeks and Cape Fear River. In his Loyalist claim, Legett wrote that
he owned “ a good sawmill,” “a Black Smith’s Shop,” and “a Mill.” Legett com-
plained that he lost “9 Negroes, one a Black Smith” during the war.123 Despite
these losses, he brought some slaves to Nova Scotia after the war.124
The majority of southern Loyalist slaveholders who migrated to the
Maritimes did not own many slaves. These masters worked and lived in relatively
close proximity to their slaves. Some of these owners came from coastal areas
such as Norfolk, Savannah, and Charleston, but a significant group came from the
South Carolina backcountry, in particular District Ninety-Six.125 These owners
usually possessed smaller farms and like their urban counterparts, they possessed
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multi-occupational slaves. Interestingly, although these owners were from areas
very different than the Maritimes in terms of climate and other factors, relatively
close proximity of owners and slaves, the production of mixed agricultural goods
and forms of town slavery would be partially replicated in Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick after 1783. There are several examples of small-scale slaveholding
among southern Loyalists in urban and more rural settings. James Alexander
worked as a music teacher and owned “a House and Lot” in Savannah. He also
possessed two slaves named Charles and Sue who were in their mid-twenties.126
John Hamilton owned a 350 acre plantation at Ninety-Six and lost four slaves dur-
ing the war. His farm produced “Wheat, Rye, Oats, Flax,” and Indian corn.127 Like
other southern Loyalists slaveholders who migrated to the Maritimes, his slaves
worked in a diversified economy and were responsible for numerous tasks associ-
ated with farming. Margaret Evans and her late husband owned small farms total-
ing 100 acres in North Carolina. They had some livestock and Evans claimed that
they lost “200 Bushels of Corn” and “100 Bushels of Pease” to the rebels. The
Evans family owned “5 Negroes,” who like other southern Loyalist slaves labored
in a mixed agricultural economy.128
Southern Loyalist slaveholders who migrated to Maritime Canada were
diverse. They included men and women, old and young, urban and rural, wealthy
and middling classes, and they used their slaves in a variety of functions. The
occupations of their slaves ranged from urban domestic work to indigo produc-
tion. These vastly different sets of occupational skills resulted in southern Loyalist
slaves having variegated work experiences, which cannot be understood by simply
examining their geographic origins.
Historian Donald Wright suggests that if “one thing dominated the daily
lives of African Americans in colonial America, it was work.”129 The daily toil of
black slaves in the southern colonies depended greatly on the type of crops grown
in a specific region. Within each region several factors including plantation size,
owner, and other variables make it difficult to generalize about the work patterns
of southern slaves who endured forced migrations to Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick after the Revolutionary War. However, it is possible to offer a prelim-
inary outline of the types of labour that some Southern Loyalist slaves encoun-
tered. Generally, they worked in two different contexts that sometimes overlapped
with one another. First, some engaged in the production of major staple crops
such as tobacco, rice, and indigo. Second, other Loyalist slaves worked in mixed
agricultural production.
The production of tobacco, rice and indigo each had different seasonal
requirements and specific labour regiments. Tobacco cultivation required slaves to
spend the first three months of a year clearing lands and sowing seeds. Between
April and July, slaves “first prepared the fields” for the tobacco plants, and spent
the rest of the spring and early summer months “[t]ransplanting, weeding, and
replanting.”130 In August and September, slaves harvested the tobacco and even-
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tually cured and packed it. Slaves in the tobacco producing areas of the
Chesapeake generally worked in the gang system under close supervision from an
owner and sometimes an overseer. This system left little room for individual
incentive to finish work quickly and as a result, most slaves worked slower and
steadier than their counterparts in the rice growing Lowcountry.131
The Lowcountry had two staple crops: rice and indigo. Rice remained
the more important of the two crops during the eighteenth century, but indigo,
like wheat, in the Chesapeake provided an important secondary crop. As Morgan
notes, the cultivation of rice “was the most arduous, the most unhealthy, and the
most prolonged of all mainland plantation staples.”132 Although generally these
slaves laboured under the task system, which encouraged slaves to finish their
work so that they could spend the rest of the day as they pleased, the production
of rice could be unrelenting and backbreaking. At the beginning of the year, slaves
might be required to cut down trees and clear land, while they spent March getting
fields ready for planting. The actual planting of rice could extend from April to
June, which included seeding, “leveling ground,” and cleaning out ditches.133 Slaves
spent some of the summer months until early August hoeing the fields. In con-
trast to the Chesapeake where the labour remained steady during the tobacco
growing season, Lowcountry rice slaves enjoyed some “relief ” in August and early
September.134 By the middle of September, slaves were finally able to harvest the
rice. In contrast to rice, indigo had a shorter growing season. However, it required
arduous work between April and August when slaves had to hoe and deal with
insects. In the fall, slaves processed indigo by “stirring and beating as it ferment-
ed in vats.”135 This type of work would have offered Loyalist slaves little prepara-
tion for the type of slavery they faced in Maritime Canada. The schedule and work
of tobacco, rice, or indigo slaves would be very different from the growing sea-
sons and agricultural produce of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.136
Southern slaves who worked in mixed agricultural production experi-
enced the most continuity in terms of the labour they performed in Maritime
Canada. Moreover, slaves on these types of plantations and farms also held a vari-
ety of skills, which made them valuable assets in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.
For the most part, these slaves produced a number of different crops including
some secondary staples, but also performed various types of household chores
such as spinning, cooking, cleaning, and washing. For example, on his plantation
in Princess Anne County, Virginia, Jacob Ellegood’s slaves produced “300 Barrells
[sic] of Corn,” “250 Bushels of wheat,” “1000 bushels of oats,” and oversaw his
livestock. In his claim for compensation to the British government, Ellegood
complained that he had lost four slaves including two children. The slaves he lost
were not described as field hands, but rather as “a very valuable” tradesman and a
valuable “sawyer.” One of the supporting witnesses for Ellegood’s claim noted
that his “Negroes [were] employed in the cutting of the timber.”137 Joseph
Robinson of South Carolina complained that he had lost a “Negroe Wench very
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Valuable and a child.”138 John Hamilton owned a few hundred acres at Ninety-Six,
which included “30 Acres cultivated and enclosed.” His plantation included dif-
ferent types of livestock and his slaves helped to produce Indian corn, wheat, rye,
oats, flax and cotton. Hamilton stated that one slave he lost named Jack was an
“excellent farmer” and one of his female slaves had been “an exceeding good
House Wench.”139 Virginian Stair Agnew claimed to have lost several slaves. His
description of these slaves shows a diverse and skilled set of slaves. He expected
to inherit “a very valuable cooper, plantation captain,” a “sawyer,” “an excellent
House keeper,” “a very good spinstress” and several younger slaves.140 The work
patterns of Loyalist southern slaves sometimes prepared them for the various
forms of slavery they encountered in Maritime Canada if they worked in urban
areas or mixed agricultural farms, but those from primarily tobacco or rice produc-
ing plantations faced dramatic changes not only in terms of labour, but also in the
types of culture they experienced in the Chesapeake and Lowcountry.
The culture of Loyalist southern slaves depended on several factors
including demography, plantation size, family, levels of acculturation, proximity to
the white population and African immigration. Although it is true that Loyalist
slaves from the Chesapeake had more contact with the main currents of Anglo-
American society than their counterparts in the Lowcountry, in urban areas such
as Charleston black slaves encountered whites quite often. As Wright notes in the
case of Virginia, “even the wealthiest masters spent hours each day with their
slaves, directing, working, punishing, cajoling, teasing, arguing, relaxing, laughing,
and worshipping.”141 But, this interaction should not be understood to mean that
slaves did not maintain separate activities, ideas and festivities away from the eyes
of their owners or the general white population in the Chesapeake. In contrast,
most Loyalist slaves who lived in the Lowcountry often lived, ate, slept and social-
ized with other blacks. Loyalist southern slaves emerged from diverse and com-
plicated cultures that were far removed from the realities of slavery that they
found in Maritime Canada after the Revolutionary War.
During the eighteenth century, the black population in the Chesapeake
grew because of two interrelated developments: an influx of Africans in the first
part of the century followed by natural production as the slave trade tailed off in
the Chesapeake toward the end of the century.142 In the Lowcountry, slave life was
greatly influenced by two factors: a black majority in terms of population and an
increasing influx of Africans throughout the eighteenth century. The black pop-
ulation and the isolation of some Lowcountry plantations allowed slaves to devel-
op a distinct culture and language that remained far from the main currents of
Anglo-American society. The slave population in the Chesapeake did not become
a majority as it did in the Lowcountry, but the significant influx of Africans had
an important impact on the cultural development of blacks in the region. These
Africans came from a variety of places including the Bight of Biafra, Senegambia,
and Angola. The results of African immigration were “imbalanced sex ratios, low
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fertility, high mortality.”143 These diverse peoples found themselves in a slave soci-
ety on the make. As plantation sizes and slaves per household increased and the
black population in the Chesapeake began to achieve “rough sexual parity” in the
Tidewater region a new culture emerged.144 By the 1740s, native born blacks out-
numbered Africans and they “mastered the terrain, perfected their English, and
incorporated the icons and institutions of their owners’ culture into their African
inheritance.”145 In the Lowcountry, several types of black culture developed in var-
ious areas ranging from urban centers such as Charleston to larger plantations. In
cities, slaves had much more contact with local whites, while those on plantations
rarely encountered large numbers of whites.
By 1750, Chesapeake slaves started to live on larger farms and plantations
and this allowed for the creation of families, kinship networks, and communities.
The formation of slave families was made possible by the importation of more
African females and the encouragement of masters who realized that slave hus-
bands and wives promised to increase stability on plantations. Slaves were much
less likely to runaway or resist if they lived with family members because resistance
might result in sale to another owner. Part of the development of black families
in the Chesapeake rested on the mixture of Africans and African Americans,
which allowed for the development of black culture in the region. Also, the intro-
duction and acceptance of some form of Christianity during the first Great
Awakening also remained an important part of the acculturation process.146 As
Berlin notes:
Slaves with teeth filed, hair plaited, or skin scarred in the ritual manner disap-
peared from the countryside. Some African words, gestures, and forms contin-
ued to shape speech, but no distinctive language emerged, and parents rarely gave
African names to their children. The pottery they made, the pipes they smoked,
and perhaps most importantly the way they celebrated rites of passage—partic-
ularly at birth and death—incorporated ancestral Africa into everyday African-
American life so thoroughly as to become almost invisible. African American
culture in the Chesapeake evolved parallel with Anglo-American culture and with
a considerable measure of congruence.147
The records of Chesapeake Loyalist slaves and their family structure are incom-
plete, but it is possible to make a few observations. First, they had much greater
opportunities to form families and small plantation based communities than their
brethren in the Middle Colonies and New England. Sometimes the size and hold-
ings of individual masters indicates the opportunities for family creation and
development. For example, John Herbert owned several hundred acres in
Virginia. Although hardly a wealthy planter, Herbert still owned several slaves,
which he brought to the Maritimes. The exact nature of the family structure
among these slaves is not clear, but the ages of the slaves do indicate some form
of familial or kinship network. His oldest slaves, Charles and Rose, were fifty and
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forty-five respectively. London and Hanna were thirty and forty years old at the
end of the war. Herbert’s other four slaves ranged in ages five to sixteen.148
Similarly, Nathaniel Bullern’s slaves also indicate several different possibilities of
family connections and kinship networks. His oldest slaves, Achabee and
Catharina, were both sixty at the end of the Revolutionary War. Jenny and Prince
were forty and thirty respectively. Bullern also owned another male slave in his
early thirties and three females ranging in ages nineteen to twenty-five. His two
youngest slaves were an infant named Sarah and a six year old. It is unclear who
the parents of these children were, but it is possible that their parents were among
B u l l e rn’s ch at t e l . This type of s l aveholding re flected the possibilities fo r
Chesapeake and Lowcountry slaves to form families and certainly kinship net-
works. Marylander Caleb Jones had several of his slaves seized by the local gov-
ernment after he evacuated to New York and eventually New Brunswick.
Although he would later return to Maryland and retain some of his slaves, his con-
fiscated property included “2 male slaves, 2 female [ditto], 3 male children + 2
female [ditto].”149
Despite the opportunities afforded Chesapeake and Lowcountry slaves
for family formation, the end of the war resulted in some families being separat-
ed or child slaves being taken to the Maritimes without their parents. For exam-
ple, James Dunn owned at least four slaves in Norfolk before the outbreak of hos-
tilities. Escaping the onslaught of the rebels, Dunn and his slaves migrated to the
Loyalist stronghold of New York City. In 1783, as the last Loyalists were evacu-
ated, Dunn lost three slaves. According to his Loyalist claim, “One, Lucy, staid in
the Fleet when Claimant went on Shore, but afterwards going on Shore was taken
by a Rebel Colonel.”150 According to shipping records, James Dunn migrated to
Nova Scotia with eleven year old Ben who “[w]as born & brought up in the fam-
ily of James Dunn.”151 The complex culture of Chesapeake slavery differed sub-
stantially from what Loyalist slaves encountered in Maritime Canada after the
Revolutionary War. In the Chesapeake, slaves had greater opportunities for fami-
ly formation because of the increasing sizes of plantations and the encouragement
of conjugal relations by some masters.
Loyalist slaves emerged from various contexts of American bondage.
Once in the Maritimes, they and their owners had to adjust to a new climate, soil,
and environment that refashioned understandings between masters and slaves.
Loyalist slaves drew on their traditions of survival, work, and culture to ease the
adjustment to Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Cape Breton, and Prince Edward
Island. Slaves from larger plantations within staple producing regions such as
Lowcountry South Carolina probably endured the most shocking changes to their
understandings of work and culture, while urban and semi-rural northern slaves
experienced the most continuity between their old and new homes as farm and
domestic work learned on the small to mid-sized farms of New England and the
Middle Colonies would be continued in the Maritimes.
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